met within the United States with a complex mix of viewpoints. The relationship between both nations has become increasing critical to each, and it is precisely because of this important association that America now update its current outlook towards China. A US policy approach which identifies ways for policy makers to sustain US long term interests can maximize bilateral gains using the basic assumption that global politics are not a zero-sum game. Accordingly, this paper will examine both why and how the United States can and should adopt a comprehensive China policy of vigorous global engagement with the intent of focusing all elements of power on shared interests at specific strategic points. Economy, energy, the environment, education, space, and Taiwan all represent fleeting opportunities for robust engagement with China, and should therefore be targeted immediately to capitalize on America's relative strategic advantage.
US CHINA POLICY: TIME FOR ROBUST ENGAGEMENT
Over the past decade, China's emergence of as a growing world power has been met within the United States with a complex mix of viewpoints. As a dynamic bilateral relationship has developed, well-informed Americans have expressed a wide variety of opinions on the way forward with China. A changing global context coupled with an evolving China have combined to present a problem set with no easy answers. What is certain is that the relationship between both nations has become critical to each, and it is precisely because of this growing and important association that America reassess and update its current outlook towards China with an eye towards finding ways to enhance shared US-Sino interests. Both nations have much to gain and lose over the coming years as they navigate the same turbulent waters throughout the globe. Therefore, this project will recommend a US policy approach which identifies ways for policy makers to sustain US long term interests while maximizing bilateral gains using the basic assumption that global politics are not a zero-sum game. Accordingly, this paper will examine both why and how the United States can and should adopt a comprehensive China policy of vigorous global engagement with the intent of focusing all elements of power on shared interests coinciding at strategic points.
Rise of China and Conflicting Opinions on the Way Ahead
For years, America has grappled with the challenge of a developing China, but China's rise since the end of the cold war has shaped a new chapter in the global dynamics of power. Today, as Glosserman states, "many believe the US-China relationship is the most important in the world. Others think it is only a matter of time until it is." 1 Since 1991, China's three consistent themes, preservation, prosperity, and power, have been enabled by its equally consistent foreign-policy line: "heping jeuqi" or "peaceful rise." 2 As China's remarkable national development has accelerated dramatically since the turn of the century, China's vigorous drive towards its own idea of a "peaceful rise" has intensified America's internal discussion on how to best negotiate the US-Sino exchange over the coming years.
Early in this decade during 2002, then Director of Policy Planning Staff Richard
Haass expressed that the United States welcomed "the rise of the Chinese nation". 3 As he echoed a then widespread sentiment that many Americans sought a friendly and cooperative relationship with China, this policy embraced a China full of promise for the United States at a time when America stood alone in the world as its only superpower.
As China's influence across the globe continued to grow, however, a general tone of concern returned to the US-Sino policy discussion. 
As China Grows, its Hunger for Resources May Become a Source of Conflict.
China is now the world's second leading importer of oil (31%), and its portion of the world's aluminum, copper, nickel, and iron ore doubled in ten years. 14 The strength of this strategy lies in its stability. Since China seems somewhat receptive to current US efforts towards coordination, positive developments over the long term are likely. Unfortunately, if American continues along this course, it will essentially allow China to dominate the outcome of each interaction, and increasingly do so as China's economy becomes more potent. As US strength relative to a growing China declines over the coming decades, China could manage its trade practices for its own benefit at expense of the US. China will likely find no reasons to alter its artificial currency caps, nor work diligently to enforce intellectual property rights, which will ultimately curtail US growth prospects there. At best, the current policy delays conflict until a better policy becomes evident. At worst, this policy may become a long, slow route to US marginalization.
Policy Option B.
An alternate, yet confrontational China policy option might be to pursue an aggressive, protectionist posture which assumes a hard-line against China, especially in the areas of trade policy, Taiwan, space, and resources.
If the Obama administration were to choose to work towards this unlikely option, Although this policy would be a difficult departure from the current one, it can, if executed carefully be the most useful over the long term. As China's market develops, this strategy could position US strengths counter to Chinese weaknesses in a way that encourages growth, development, and a truly peaceful rise for both nations. Aggressive, creative initiatives could position the US interests alongside those of China, increasing stability over the long term while guaranteeing any harm the Chinese government does against US interests negatively impacts itself. Although such a policy may create a risk of being perceived as manipulative (to which China may react harshly) an overarching US policy of jointly working towards a peaceful rise for both nations should resonate with Chinese leaders who are eager to sustain continuous growth within their economy.
US policy makers must act quickly to find joint solutions for growth while America's relative strength exceeds China's, enabling the freedom of action to undertake such a policy.
Why Boost Engagement Now? Today, it is quite possible that China would welcome a US policy of increased bilateral engagement throughout the world. Indeed, the relationship between the United
States and China has become more global over the past decade, resulting in previously unforeseen intersecting global interests. 15 What is clear today is that these intersections in Africa, Latin America, and the Pacific Rim will become more important, and if mishandled, much more problematic with respect to US interests as China's burgeoning need for resources begins to compete with America's. As China grows, policy makers can strengthen US interests as they carefully craft decisions which encourage China to peacefully share, along with America, the burdens of responsibility that come with growth and global leadership. As Il Sa Kong, a well-known South Korean economist stated, "It is very important for China to become globalized…Let China engage…then they will have no choice but to be peaceful." 16 When viewed through a pragmatic policy lens, China appears to have potential as a global partner.
The US can best approach China with a new perspective of assertive, purposeful engagement. Hachigian, Shiffler, and Chen assessed that one pragmatic view holds that America must retain its capability to respond to potential outcomes from both a strong and aggressive China, as well as a weak and unstable one. But it should also maintain the durable multilateral norms, rules and institutions that have proven useful over the past decades of international relations. 17 The key will be to creatively seek new ways to discover and work bilaterally towards shared interests. The United States can work to include China as a more engaged and responsible global partner, give China a greater stake in the current system, and further bind China to the success of these efforts. 18 Cooperation, however, can only be achieved through interaction with a
Chinese government willing and open to shared efforts.
As the character Michael Corleone advised in "The Godfather", a wise policy is to "keep your friends close but your enemies closer." 19 Regardless of how closely the Obama administration chooses to hold China, a thorough understanding of who the decision makers are within the Chinese system is a crucial first step in projecting how US policy decisions will be received and perceived. Based on power struggles evident within the Chinese power structure, it is clear that two separate camps exist: hardliners on one hand who hold an ultra-nationalistic view, and reformers on the other who support the universal values of a Chinese form of democracy and human rights. Prudent US policy makers will understand that differing views within China's "good-cop-bad-cop" leadership composition will shape perceptions and reactions to any US decision.
Therefore, it is in America's best interests to foster the best possible working relationships with those in China who may be most receptive to US efforts to find common ground. Recognizing that hardliners in China are realists, it is essential for policy makers to remember that China's influence is primarily security related in that it wins its way because it can pose a threat, economically, militarily, or politically to many countries. 20 The key to the most successful interest-based US policy implementation will be to develop productive and supportive relationships with reformist leaders within the party, while maintaining a wary eye towards China's ultra-realist "hardliners". China and the United States, more than any other two nations in the world, are becoming increasingly similar in that both nations share a maturing global view of engagement, each one possessing an extensive array of resources, personnel, operations, and opportunities in locations scattered throughout the globe. Although any work on this subject could easily identify areas across the world at which to hedge US advantages, this project is intentionally focused on securing opportunities for shared wins through increased cooperation on areas of shared interests. Therefore, the remainder of this paper will cover opportunities for bilateral growth within emerging areas in which the US should interject a particularly cooperative influence to counter divergent momentum. Exchange rate reform will become an increasingly critical aspect of any plan to enhance US-Sino shared economic gains. China's exchange rate is currently managed carefully by the government, rather than flowing naturally with the global market.
China's economy is the world's 126 th freest economy, with a government which severely restricts many areas of its economy. 24 "If Asian nations, including China, permitted their currencies to rise with market forces, that would help reduce imbalance … an appreciation of the Yuan would reduce the direct subsidy given Chinese exports and make imported consumer goods less costly, helping to stimulate consumer demand.
More important, it would reduce a major cause of bilateral friction with the United
States." 25 Although experts point out that in the short term, exchange rate liberalization may weaken the dollar, a freer exchange rate is in America's interests. 26 Today, the Obama administration has a unique opportunity to generate shared benefits by emphasizing Sino exchange rate reform. As a result, China's consumers could begin to buy more goods, from China and America alike, and America's economy would surge at the same time.
Likewise, China's policy of intellectual property rights is another area in which to improve joint economic gains and enhance a cooperative financial relationship over the long term. Today, China continually fails to implement its World Trade Organization commitment to protect intellectual property, which is a practice deemed unfair and harmful to a variety of US economic sectors. 27 According to Cassie Duong, a US Trade
Representative Special Report cited weak enforcement of intellectual property rights as one of China's "greatest shortcomings as a trading partner." 28 If an increasing amount of pressure on this key area can be applied by the Obama administration, both nations could experience a dramatically increased level of economic growth, fueled by an increasingly consumer-minded Chinese public purchasing a greater number of US made products.
It is precisely this growing level of Chinese consumerism which President
Obama's team should focus on. As Derek Scissors has noted, "more trade and inward investment would be a step toward domestic economic freedom, but foreign investment has faced mounting barriers since economic nationalism began to intensify in late
2005." 29 In order for China's economic engine to become most productive, a healthy financial sector must exist within China to help reduce its citizens' excessive savings and translate those funds into an increasingly growth-oriented economy. 30 Despite recent financial troubles within the American financial system, US organizations can collaborate with Chinese institutions to foster investment and spark the engine of sustained economic growth within China that will ultimately serve the interests of both US and Chinese citizens for decades to come. The economies of the US and China are and will remain intertwined as both seek sustained long-term growth within their respective spheres of influence. Therefore, it is critically important that US policy makers seize pivotal opportunities now to shape promising Chinese economic practices to pair bilateral economic gains later.
Energy
Hand in hand with the shared global economy, decisions within the realm of energy policy offer unique challenges and phenomenal opportunities for both nations.
Beijing has an insatiable appetite for resources, because they are foundational to China's consistent growth, and its social stability built on this cornerstone growth is critical to the survival of the Chinese Communist Party. 31 Throughout the world, China is on a hunt for energy resources. Its widespread efforts to secure resources, especially oil, within Central Asia, Africa, and Latin America are remarkable in scope and planning.
Projecting an exponential rate of growth in oil consumption as its middle class becomes more mobile, China sees resource acquisition as a keystone of its long-term growth strategy. Opportunities exist, however, which go far beyond simple acquisition of resources. Remarkably, China is horribly inefficient in using the oil it currently has. to solve a complex set of challenges. 33 Today, China ranks 100 th of 118 developing nations in terms of ecological modernization. Water pollution in lakes, rivers and coastal regions serving are its most egregious shortcoming. 34 As a result, environmental degradation is costing China between 8 and 12 percent of its GDP each year, and over 500 million live without access to clean water, which has resulted in over 50 million environmental refugees. 35 Furthermore, China's economic growth has been accompanied by spectacular inequalities between urban and rural residents, 36 with health concerns serving as the chief concern throughout the nation. Cities are struggling with air pollution in particular.
In Beijing, for example, nearly 80% of all cancer deaths are related to pollution. 37 Most significant to China's government is the impact this pollution is having on social instability. Environmental woes are causing over 1,000 incidents of social unrest per week in China, well over 50,000 a year, as the number of "mass incidents" related to pollution continues to increase annually. 38 In fact, between 1993 and 2005, the number of protests skyrocketed from 10,000 to 87,000, with participants swelling from 730,000 to over 3.7 million taking part in over 240 demonstrations a day. 39 Ma and Schmitt report that "violent collective protests linked to environmental problems have left Chinese leaders increasingly worried, as they recognize that it is a major factor in social instability." 40 Herein lies the opportunity for a joint US-Sino shared win. With enthusiastic policy reform, the US could leverage its technical expertise to help Chinese corporations improve their environmental practices, resulting in dramatic reductions in global pollution which affects all nations, while helping Chinese leadership stem a growing tide of socially-threatening environmental discontent currently growing within its populations centers. Ultimately, the increase in interdependency between the two nations could enhance collaboration in other areas, and therefore reduce the potential for conflict.
Education
University Education within China is a shared common interest which provides a remarkable opportunity for a joint interest-based partnership between the US and China. Today, China's need for quality advanced education is greater than at any time in its history, yet it cannot provide adequate high-level opportunities for its citizens similar to those available to students in the US. This thirst for scholastic opportunity has the potential to become a foundation of long term benefits for both nations.
China struggles with significant educational challenges. As China's populous clamors for improved educational opportunities, demand for foreign education will continue to increase consistent with the growth of its middle class. Currently, China leads the world in foreign education, exporting over 400,000 students each year.
Unfortunately, China has difficulty enticing them back home after education abroad. 41 According to Joyce and Miles, "China knows that its universities…cannot compete with the West." 42 More specifically, Chinese authorities know that students in China perform poorly in lateral and creative thinking. 43 Historically, China has a culture of elevating rote learning over creative thinking, and theory over practical application. 44 An opportunity is now emerging which can potentially facilitate an advanced level of educational cooperation between the US and China in a way that could potentially boost long-term reform deep within China's political system, and ultimately strengthen American interests. Because China's authorities know it needs help with its educational system, American Universities now have a fleeting window of time in which to forge foundational relationships within China which may result in profitable business partnerships within China's floundering educational system.
Significant obstacles exist which must be addressed before progress can be made towards US-Sino educational partnership reform. First, for any level of educational engagement to take place, US policy makers will need to address current
Chinese governmental constraints on educational opportunities. Today, for example, in order for an American university to begin operations within China, it must develop a partnership with a Chinese educational corporation. Money can be made by both partners as a result of the venture, 45 but this required partnership is essentially a partnership with the Chinese government, since all corporations are owned centrally.
While it is feasible that American universities could overcome unusual restrictions like this with the help of assertive diplomacy from Washington, an equally important change must be made within the United States' universities to see an immediate potential for financial benefit to take part in such a potentially risky endeavor. Therefore, policy-makers should craft a monetary incentive package which makes the initial investment with facilities and programs within China more palatable to respected US universities.
As China benefits from a population exposed to advanced educational opportunities, American universities could profit financially while America establishes a grass-roots connection with the next generation of middle-class leaders who could steer
China towards an improved US-Sino global partnership.
Space
Space is another critical shared arena of potential interest-based engagement which must be addressed immediately because of its perceived strategic importance to both China and the US. As America sees its preeminence in space erode with everincreasing Chinese efforts to dominate space in its own way, China recognizes that space offers it an asymmetric advantage which may help it counter the US during any eventual conflict. Because China depends on access to resources from sea lanes, its primary geopolitical dilemma is maritime power. Quite simply, China views the US Navy as its primary threat. But China well knows how much America's Navy utilizes space assets to perform its mission, and sees unique opportunities in space to counter the threat to its economic stability. 46 As George Friedman observes, "from the Chinese point of view, the denial of space to the United States would undermine American denial of the seas to China." 47 For this reason, China has accelerated its efforts in space; it has destroyed a satellite, conducted a manned spacewalk, and has plans to send an unmanned rover to the surface of the Moon with manned mission to follow years later. 48 Reacting to these developments, experts within the Obama team have considered removing some barriers which exist between NASA and the US Military's space program to find economies and accelerate NASA's manned space flight timetable. 49 On both sides of the Pacific, space is viewed as a key strategic arena, and both China and the US are taking aggressive steps to gain and or maintain dominance of space to protect their individual national interests.
Faced with these developments, avoidance of a cold-war style standoff in space may become impossible unless US policy makers immediately undertake assertive efforts to find an interest-based approach towards cooperative engagement with China in the space arena. If the United States misses the opportunity to cooperate with China in a growing international space competition, it could suffer an erosion of its leadership over the long term.
50
Although such collaboration would be difficult, it would certainly be possible.
Future cooperation with China in space, particularly on manned missions, could reduce the costs of lunar and planetary missions, although care would need to be taken to reduce the potential for China to gain militarily from the exchange. 51 Most importantly, the benefits of an assertive effort to pair bilateral gains with China in space could enhance cooperative understanding, become a source of shared pride, and demonstrate to the world a positive partnership between two giants. Choosing an interest-based strategy of vigorous space engagement, US policy makers could shape decades of productive cooperation and dialogue with a developing space partner, and potentially defuse military flashpoints in the process.
Military Engagement and the Taiwan Issue
China's developing military will be a critical element of any US engagement policy, and its implications, particularly with respect to Taiwan, must be carefully Today, maintaining the peaceful status quo is the single most significant shared interest for both nations. Economic growth is currently more important (if only slightly) to
China than its One-China policy with Taiwan, and since its military strength is still developing, the United States has a short window of time with which to express forthright support for Taiwan, and engage in honest talks with China about US intentions there. If carefully executed, the US may find a way through direct and careful diplomacy to convince China to cease its provocative actions towards Taiwan, both across the strait and around the world. Although this approach would not be easy to execute because of the complexities of the Taiwan dilemma, this type of engagement improves on the current policy of hopeful conflict avoidance while China builds its economic and military strength. Furthermore, the shared interdependence that can potentially be gained from this type of partnership with a growing superpower could serve to minimize the potential for conflict at other unforeseen conflict points across the world. Simply put, a fleeting opportunity now exists for the US to develop a policy of assertive engagement regarding Taiwan, coupled with an outstretched hand of military partnership, which collectively could be an effective method for long term stability in US-Sino relations.
Conclusion
China is not an inevitable enemy 63 , and Americans will continue to disagree about the best way to approach China over the coming decade. What is clear, however, is that the consequences of the developing relationship between two global superpowers will shape the dynamics of the international environment for decades to come. Policy-makers, realizing the inevitable economic and military potential within China can find new and creative ways to build ties throughout all elements of interaction, with an eye towards identifying and strengthening points of shared national interest. Time is short, however, and the opportunity with which America can engage a growing China more productively is a fleeting opportunity. And as China continues to develop in strength and stature, the tone set by the US over the near term is certain to lay a foundation for a dynamic century of bilateral interaction. As President Obama so colorfully encouraged hostile actors around the world during his powerful inaugural address to unclench their fists towards America, perhaps he can lead the US with a newfound capacity for engagement, to unclench one of its fists and extend a firm hand of careful partnership towards the world's next great superpower. 
